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THERE IS/ARE 

"Is there a restaurant in the neighborhood?" 

1. SCENARIO: The Hungry Man 

A man is very hungry. He is a stranger in the neighborhood. There are many people 
th.ere, but they are in a·hurry. He speaks to a blonde woman. 

0 
0 

Hungry Man: 

Blonde Woman: 
Hungry Man: 
Fat Man: 

Hungry Man: 

Tall Man: 
Hungry Man: 
Tall Man: 

Hungry Man: 

Teenager: 

Hungry Man: 

Small Boy: 

Hungry Man: 

Excuse me, ma'am. I'm a stranger here. And I'm hungry. Is 
there a restaurant in this neighborhood? 
Yes, there is. (She hurries on. A fat man walks by.) 
Excuse me, please, sir. Where is there a restaurant near here? 
There's a good cafe near the drugstore. It's a nice place. (He 
hurries on. A man with a beard walks by.) 
Pardon me, mister. Are there a cafe and a drugstore near 
here? 
No, there aren't any cafes. And there aren't any drugstores. 
Are you sure? Isn't there a good cafe ... ? 
Well ... oh, yes, there's a cafe. It's across from the two gas sta
tions. (He hurries away. Two teenagers walk past.) 
Hey, guys-there's a restaurant across from two gas stations, 
right? Where is it? 
That's a terrible place, man. There aren't any good restaurants 
around here. But there's a great place near the beach. It's 
about ten miles from the highway. 
Forget it. Thanks anyway. (He walks to a park and sits down on 
a bench. He is tired and very hungry. A small boy sits down . 
next to him.) 
Hey, mister, do you want my peanut butter sandwich? I'm not 
hungry. Here-there are some grapes in the bag, too. (He 
leaves the bag and runs away.) 
So there are some helpful people in this neighborhood after 
all! 



UNIT 3. THERE IS/ARE 

la. Write words from (1) in the blanks. 

Hungry Man: Is ~ a restaurant in this neighborhood? 

Blonde Woman: Yes, ____ is. 

Hungry Man: Where is ____ a restaurant near here? 

Fat Man: 's a good cafe near the drugstore. 

Hungry Man: there a cafe and a drug store near here? 

Tall Man: No, there ____ any cafes. 

Hungry Man: There ____ a restaurant across from the gas stations. 

Teenager: Yes, but ____ a great place near the beach. 

lb. Arrange the words into sentences from (1). 

IN / THIS / NEIGHBORHOOD / THERE / IS / A / RESTAURANT / ? 

A I RESTAURANT / NEAR / HERE / IS / WHERE / THERE / ? 

AROUND / HERE / A / GOOD / CAFE / ISN'T / THERE / ? 

THERE / YES, / IS / . 

A / GOOD / CAFE / THERE'S / NEAR / THE / DRUGSTORE / . 

IN / THE / BAG / ARE / SOME / GRAPES / THERE / . 

le. Write TRUE or FALSE, according to (1). 

A stranger is very hungry. 

The hungry man speaks to people on the street. 

The people in the neighborhood are in a hurry. 

There aren't any restaurants near the drug store. 

There are two gas stations across from a cafe and a drug store. 

There's a great place for teenagers near the two gas stations. 

There's food in the boy's bag. 

The man is happy about the lunch in the bag. 
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44 SCENARIO: VOLUME ONE 

2. THERE IS/ARE: Existence 

There is (singular) and there are (plural) show existence. They have no other meaning. 

THERE IS/ARE: Affirmative And Negative Statements Contractions 

there be{not/ SUBJECT (PLACE) 

There 's a good cafe near the drug store. there is = there's 
There are some grapes in the bag. are not = aren't 
There are a cafe and a bench over there. 
There aren't any gas stations around here. 

2a. EXPRESSION OF QUANTITY: SOME AND ANY 

In an affirmative sentence, a plural subject can have some, but it is not necessary. 

Example: There are some cafes around here. = There are cafes around here. 

A negative sentence with there is/are is usually plural. In a negative sentence, the plural 
subject has any. 

Example: There aren't any drug stores near the beach. 

2b. Write there is/are statements about the picture with the cue words in parentheses . 

..J L-ILI 

JD □ O□l 
PUBUc. 
S:HOOL. 
N0.12 

(a school) -,:,{ult,(), a,~~~ '71./U~~

(any drugstores) /.IUAL a/U/l'fZ ~ ob~ ~~. 
(a cafe) ___________________________ _ 

(any parks) ____________ _.:... ______________ _ 



UNIT 3. THERE IS/ARE 

(benches) ___________________________ _ 

(a bus stop) ___________________________ _ 

(gas stations) ___________________________ _ 

(a supermarket) ____________ ~---------------

(any beaches) ___________________________ _ 

(a hospital) ___________________________ _ 

(any highways) __________________________ _ 

(some teenagers) __________________________ _ 

2c. Circle the letters of all the correct words for the blank in each sentence. 

There's--------:=--- near here. 
a. two gas stations ~ a good cafe 0 a drugstore d. any stores 

There's _________ across the street. 
a. a nice place b. a cafe and a drugstore 
d. a bench e. some parks 

c. some helpful people 
f. a restaurant 

There are _________ in this neighborhood. 
a. a restaurant b. some nice people c. a park d. two stores 
e. any drug store f. three highways g. a cafe and a gas station 

There aren't _________ on the corner. 
a. any restaurants b. some teenagers c. any benches d. a store 

3. THERE IS/ARE: YES_:NO Questions And Short Answers 

STATEMENT: there be {not/ SUBJECT 

.,,,;:::::,,<:. ' 
SHORT ANSWERS 

QUESTION: be (not/ there SUBJECT affirmative negative 

Isn't there a park? Yes, there is. No, there isn't. 
Are there any stores? are. aren't. 

3a. Circle the letters of all the correct words for the blanks in each sentence. 

_________ a restaurant in this neighborhood? 
a. Is there b. Are there c. Isn't 
d. Isn't there e. There 

_________ any supermarkets around here? 
a. Is there b. Are there c. Are 
d. Aren't there e. There 
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46 SCENARIO: VOLUME ONE 

3b. Write yes-no questions with the cue words in parentheses. Use there is/are. Write short 
answers. After the affirmative answers, write statements with place phrases. Use the 
information in the picture. 

PARKINS 
LOT 

~ 
GIGI'S 

FASHIO ~ 

~ 
(./) 

~~ 

jSWEETS ~ 
\c. 

MANN'S E 
R 

CLOTHING S10Rf '{ -
MAIN ST 

GRAND A\JE 

:ZAPATA'S @ SHOE STOR~ 

i-: 
(/) 

C) 

z 
8 
UJ 
lf) 

POST 
OF~ICE. 

PARklNG LOT® 
Bus srop 

MAIN ST 

KAUFMAN' 5 
DEPARTMEN1 

STORE 

PARKING 
LOT ~ 

MUSIC 
BOX 

RE.CORDS 

THIRD 
STRE:ET 
SCHoOL 

SCHOOL 
PLAYGROUND 

----------0 ------
6RAND AVf ct ,------------, r------

GRAND 
HOTEL 

~ , GAS 
STATION 

Woman: (a bakery)~~~~ ,,,(,41.., ~~ _.:' 

Man: ~,~~- /~ ~~ 87l--~~ 
Woman: (any cafes) _______________________ _ 

Man: 

Woman: (a bookstore) _______________________ _ 

Man: 

Woman: (any banks) _______________________ _ 

Man: 

Woman: (a post office) ______________________ _ 

Man: 

Woman: (any supermarkets) _____________________ _ 

Man: 

Woman: (any bus stops) ______________________ _ 

Man: 

Woman: (a department store) ____________ _ 

Man: 

Woman: (any hotels) _______________ _ 

Man: 



UNIT 3. THERE IS/ARE 

4. THERE IS/ARE: WH-Questions 

YES-NO 
QUESTION: be /not} there SUBJECT (PLACE) 

QUESTION 
WH-Question: WORD be {not/ there SUBJECT (PLACE) CONTRACTION 

Where is there a market near here? 
Why aren't there any parks around here? where is = where's 

4a. Circle the letters of all the correct words for the blank in each sentence. 

________ a supermarket in this neighborhood? 
a. Is there b .. Where is there c. Where are 

________ any beaches around here? 
a. Is there 
e. There's 

b. Why aren't there c. Are 
f. Where's there 

d. Where's there 

d. Are there 

4b. Write wh-questions with the cue words in parentheses. Answer the questions according to 
the map in (3b). 

/,/u,- • ~L6._ • ? 
Woman: (a_J.ost ?ffice) -t(J.,,,,CL,,,U. .,,(,4,/ ~t..UL ~ ~~ • 
Man: 1/lt.M.b:vc,_~ ~ ~ J,f'CU4--' ~-
Woman: (a parking lot) _________________________ _ 

Man: 

Woman: (a record store) _________________________ _ 

Man: 

Woman: (a bank) ___________________________ _ 

Man: 

Woman: (a shoe repair shop) _______________________ _ 

Man: 

Woman: (a school playground) ______________________ _ 

Man: 

Woman: (a church) 

Man: 

Woman: (a clothing store) 

Man: 

Woman: (a toy store)• 

Man: 

Woman: (a gas station) 

Man: 
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TALKING IT OVER 

5. Learn these words for places. Add place words of your own. 

store 

barber} beauty 
flower 
bicycle 
pet 

shop 

police} 
fire 

motel 

SCENARIO: VOLUME ONE 

station 
grocery 
furniture 
sporting goods 
liquor 
appliance 
hardware travel agency 

movie theater 

Talk about neighborhoods. Make questions and answers with there is/are. Use words from (1), 
(2c), (3b), (4b), (5), and your own vocabulary. 

LEVEL A. Each student asks a question about the neighborhood around your school. Another 
student answers. 

&amples: 
A: Are there any bookstores around here? A: Where is there a snack bar? 

There's one next to the bookstore. B: Yes, there are. There's a bookstore on campus. B: 

LEVEL B: Draw a map of a neighborhood. Write the place_s on the map. Draw the same map 
on another piece of paper. Write the places at the bottom of the page. 

MAP 1. MAP 2. 
~.;.;._-,,..,.,,.--,,,,.....,,,__--'""I 

'ID □1:oo ; l D ! .,,,rsr i 
!CLOWER ST = .ORIJ6Srr« CAI'£ 

LIBRARV IWNT ~ ~IN& l.l1T 

Work in pairs. Don't show your partner Map 1. Exchange Map 2. Each student asks his (her) 
partner questions about the places on the bottom of the map. From the answers, (s)he writes 
the places on the map. Then compare Map 2 with Map 1. 

Examples: , 
A: Is there a bookstore in this neighborhood? 
B: Yes, there is. There's a bookstore on the corner of Oak Ave. and Pico. 

6. THERE IS/ARE: Subjects 

Use there is/are before subjects with a/an, numbers (two, four, etc.), expressions of 
quantity, or no determiner. Don't use there is/are before names or subjects with the, 
this, that, these, or those. 

there be (not} SUBJECT (PLACE) 

There are some parks in this city. 

~ t 
SUBJECT be (not} PLACE 

Central Park is in this city. 



UNIT 3. THERE IS/ARE 

WRITING IT DOWN 

6a. Write a description of a place. Use different kinds of subjects. Use there is/are when 
appropriate. Use place phrases. 

LEVEL A. Use these words in sentences. Add sentences with your own place phrases. Write 
a paragraph about a city. 

tall buildings 

the Empire State Building 
a big park 
some museums 

The Metropolitan Museum 
of Art 

three rivers 
the East River 

famous theaters 
Broadway 
the Statue of Liberty 
the United Nations 

Your description is of a famous city in the U.S. Write its name as the title of the 
paragraph. 

Work in pairs. Exchange paragraphs. Make corrections and suggestions. 

LEVEL B. Write a description of a famous city. Don't include the name of the city. 

Read the paragraph to the class. Your classmates guess the name of the city. 
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